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Singapore, October 8th, 2014.

CLS today gathered at the French Embassy Singapore about 50 persons, representing 14 countries,
from civilian and military maritime authorities, but also from the private sector (insurance, O&G,
shipping…). 
Presentations have been given about state of the art of the best today available technologies for
maritime surveillance by satellite. Focus has been made on the data fusion services relying on ship
tracking information and Earth Observation capabilities. Use cases have been presented to illustrate
the diversity of current and possible future applications. Some participants also provided operational
feedbacks and testimony about their use of CLS services. 

During the afternoon session, specific interest of the audience was on technical and operational
details directly related to the CLS existing 24/7 service chain, as well as integration into existing
systems or operational processes. A roundtable with constructive discussions and a quiz offered to
the group the chance to discuss perspectives. 

Thank you to all participants and see you next time! 



About CLS: 

CLS is an expert of satellite-based maritime surveillance services with near to 30 years experience
providing services to governments, industry and the scientific community. As a subsidiary of the
French Space Agency (CNES) and provider of satellite based maritime information services, CLS
addresses the needs of a variety of clients for worldwide environmental monitoring, sustainable
management of marine resources, maritime security and safety.

Contact us to receive the presentation, ask for support or trials, and service quotations. 
Singapore office: JY. Beninger / jbeninger@cls.fr 
France HQ: G. Fabritius / gfabritius@cls.fr & JY. Lebras / jlebras@cls.fr  - +33.5.61.39.47.00
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